D-73P3 bypass switches installation instructions
DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES AND LIMITATION OF LIABILITY

The information, recommendations, descriptions and safety notations in this document are based on Eaton Corporation’s (“Eaton”) experience and judgment and may not cover all contingencies. If further information is required, an Eaton sales office should be consulted. Sale of the product shown in this literature is subject to the terms and conditions outlined in appropriate Eaton selling policies or other contractual agreement between Eaton and the purchaser.

THERE ARE NO UNDERSTANDINGS, AGREEMENTS, WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR MERCHANTABILITY, OTHER THAN THOSE SPECIFICALLY SET OUT IN ANY EXISTING CONTRACT BETWEEN THE PARTIES. ANY SUCH CONTRACT STATES THE ENTIRE OBLIGATION OF EATON. THE CONTENTS OF THIS DOCUMENT SHALL NOT BECOME PART OF OR MODIFY ANY CONTRACT BETWEEN THE PARTIES.

In no event will Eaton be responsible to the purchaser or user in contract, in tort (including negligence), strict liability or otherwise for any special, indirect, incidental or consequential damage or loss whatsoever, including but not limited to damage or loss of use of equipment, plant or power system, cost of capital, loss of power, additional expenses in the use of existing power facilities, or claims against the purchaser or user by its customers resulting from the use of the information, recommendations and descriptions contained herein. The information contained in this manual is subject to change without notice.
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Eaton meets or exceeds all applicable industry standards relating to product safety in its Cooper Power™ series products. We actively promote safe practices in the use and maintenance of our products through our service literature, instructional training programs, and the continuous efforts of all Eaton employees involved in product design, manufacture, marketing, and service.

We strongly urge that you always follow all locally approved safety procedures and safety instructions when working around high voltage lines and equipment, and support our “Safety For Life” mission.

Safety instructions

Following are general caution and warning statements that apply to this equipment. Additional statements, related to specific tasks and procedures, are located throughout the manual.

DANGER
Hazardous voltage. Contact with hazardous voltage will cause death or severe personal injury. Follow all locally approved safety procedures when working around high- and low-voltage lines and equipment.

WARNING
Before installing, operating, maintaining, or testing this equipment, carefully read and understand the contents of this manual. Improper operation, handling or maintenance can result in death, severe personal injury, and equipment damage.

WARNING
This equipment is not intended to protect human life. Follow all locally approved procedures and safety practices when installing or operating this equipment. Failure to comply can result in death, severe personal injury and equipment damage.

WARNING
Power distribution and transmission equipment must be properly selected for the intended application. It must be installed and serviced by competent personnel who have been trained and understand proper safety procedures. These instructions are written for such personnel and are not a substitute for adequate training and experience in safety procedures. Failure to properly select, install or maintain power distribution and transmission equipment can result in death, severe personal injury, and equipment damage.

Hazard Statement Definitions

This manual may contain four types of hazard statements:

DANGER
Indicates an imminently hazardous situation which, if not avoided, will result in death or serious injury.

WARNING
Indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in death or serious injury.

CAUTION
Indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if not avoided, may result in minor or moderate injury.

CAUTION
Indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if not avoided, may result in equipment damage only.
Product information

Introduction
Eaton’s Cooper Power™ series D-73P3 bypass switch is a single-phase 3-pull, 3-blade hookstick-operated switch. It is used for manually disconnecting a recloser or regulator without disturbing normal electrical service. The D-73P3 switch does not have current making or breaking capability without use of portable loadbreak tools.

Read this manual first
Read and understand the contents of this manual and follow all locally approved procedures and safety practices before installing or operating this equipment.

Additional information
These instructions cannot cover all details or variations in the equipment, procedures, or process described nor provide directions for meeting every possible contingency during installation, operation, or maintenance. When additional information is desired to satisfy a problem not covered sufficiently for the user’s purpose, please contact your Eaton representative.

Acceptance and initial inspection
Each switch is in good condition when accepted by the carrier for shipment. Upon receipt, inspect the shipping container for signs of damage. Unpack the switch and inspect it thoroughly for damage incurred during shipment. If damage is discovered, file a claim with the carrier immediately.

Handling and storage
Be careful during handling and storage of the switch to minimize the possibility of damage. If the switch is to be stored for any length of time prior to installation, provide a clean, dry storage area.

Standards
ISO 9001 Certified Quality Management System

Installation procedure

The switch must be properly selected for each installation with consideration to continuous current, BIL, and rated voltage.

Switch configurations
D-73P3 style bypass switches are available for both right (standard) and left bypass opening configuration. Left opening configuration is indicated by a “L” catalog number listed on nameplate. When opening switch with standard right configuration, the bypass blades opens to the right of the operator when standing in front of the switch. A left opening by-pass opens to the left. Operation procedures do not change based on right or left opening of the bypass blade.
Mounting the switch

1. Eaton’s D-73P3 line of bypass switches come equipped with blade stop pin to provide 90° blade opening stop. If 90° blade stop is not required, remove retaining clip from one side of pin closest to hinge contact, and slide stop pin out of blade assembly.

2. Optional 150° latch (option A) available to provide positive blade stop at 150° opening. To utilize 150° latch, ensure stop pin is positioned to alternate pin hole located closest to latch side contact.

3. D-73P3 bypass switch is made for mounting to either a single or double cross arm in an inverted or vertical position, as well as using optional pole mounting bracket (option M or X) to secure directly to pole with equipment positioned beneath.

When mounting using back strap, position the switch on the cross arms using the supplied standard back strap and bolt assembly. Secure back strap to switch with cross arm between base using the supplied carriage bolts, lock washers, flat washers and nuts.

Cross-arm mount:
The standard D-73P3 back strap is 15” galvanized steel with two 1/2”-13 thread x 8”L carriage bolts each with nut, flat and lock washer. Adjust the bolt heads in the switch base slots as needed to closely fit the cross arms. Tighten mounting hardware to about 12-15 ft-lbs.

Pole mounting
Optional pole mounting bracket provides a steel bracket for wood pole mounting. ½” galvanized hardware including bolts, flat-washer, lock-washer and nuts are supplied to attach the switch to bracket. The user supplies the hardware for mounting bracket to pole.

Terminal connectors
Before installing desired connectors on terminal pads. Consider using wire brush on terminal pads and electrical conductors and using oxidation inhibitor before inserting conductor into connector. Tighten connector hardware to about 12-15 ft-lbs.
**Operation**

In normal operation, the bypass blade is open and the two disconnect blades are closed (Figure 4), allowing the equipment to be in the circuit. When isolation of regulator or recloser is required, close the by-pass blade to provide a parallel current path. Open the disconnect blades to isolate the recloser/regulator from the circuit. To open the disconnect blades, position yourself with stable footing below switch, place the hookstick in pull ring on blade and pull down toward the hinge end of switch at a 45° angle. Once disconnect blade is open, complete blade travel to its stop position.

To close the D-73P3 switch, place the hookstick in the pull ring on the blade and rotate the blade to an intermediate position. Look away from switch. Quickly and firmly drive the switch blade to the closed position.

To open the D-73P3 by-pass switch, place the hookstick in the pull ring on the blade. Look away from switch. Quickly and firmly pull down towards the hinge end of the switch at a 45° angle. Once the switch blade is open complete the blade travel to its stop position. Carefully remove hookstick from the pull ring.

All Eaton’s D-73P3 switches include loadbreak hooks as standard offering to be used with loadbreak tool. To open the switch under load, use only an approved loadbreak tool or device designed for use with switches. Follow the instructions provided with such tools.

**Maintenance**

The D-73P3 bypass switch should require little maintenance. Following a program of periodic inspection and maintenance will prolong the life of the D-73P3 switch.

1. Operate the switch periodically to clean contact surfaces and to free moving parts
2. Check for burned or pitted contacts and replace if necessary
3. Inspect all blade spacers for looseness and if loose, tighten for even pressure across contacts.
4. Inspect mounting hardware and tighten as needed (12-15 ft-lbs.)

---

Figure 4. D-73P3 3-pull regulator/recloser bypass switch.